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Abstract: The paper uses theories on word meaning in the system, the transformation of word 

meaning, and polysemy. To aid analysis, this paper applies methods of field research methods of 

linguistics and description so as to construct significative meaning structures of words 

expressing human body parts (HBPs) in the Thai language, thus identifying the semantemes 

chosen to be the basis for the transformation. As sources of data, this study surveys Thai rhymes, 

fairy tales, riddles, and riddle songs. As for linguistic data of daily speeches, the data used in the 

paper is limited within the Thai Den language in the city of Son La, Son La province. Basing on 

the survey, in the paper, the researcher focuses on studying the polysemy of words expressing 

HBPs in the upper part, the middle part, and the four limbs. The meaning transference of words 

expressing HBPs in the Thai language is deep and contains multilayers. In the Thai language, 

there are 21 scopes of semantic transformation. The polysemy of words expressing HBPs in the 

four limbs is not as abundant in semantic change as in the upper part. However, words 

expressing HBPs in the middle part are deeper and more multifaceted than the ones in the upper 

part. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the book “Theories on lexical semantics”, Geeraerts (2009:91) stated that “The 

vocabulary of the language is not just an unstructured bag of words, but a network of expressions 

that are mutually related by all kinds of semantic links.” Hence, Not only can words be treated as 

containers of meaning, or as fulfilling roles in events, they can also have “relationships” with 

each other. When existing in the system, we often explain the meanings of words in terms of 

their relationship such as metonymy, hyponymy, polysemy, and synonymy. 

The research in the world on semantics and words expressing HBPs have shown in many 

aspects, with the authors such as Best – Taylor (1948), Baldinger - Kurt (1980), Cruse (1986), 

Johnson (1987), Wierzbicka (1992), Butterworth (1992), Clayman (1995), Iordanskajav (1996), 

Tortora (1997), Kearns - Kate (2000), Bouilon - Pierretten - Federica Busa (2001), Allan - Keith 

(2001), Ylva (2008), Larissa (2014), Geeraerts (2009),… 

Some studies by Vietnamese linguists such as Chau (2009), Giap (2008). They have 

been deployed in the direction of using the Vietnamese language as the scope of research or 

comparing the polysemy phenomenon of Vietnamese with English, Russian. The number of 

research on the polysemy phenomenon of languages of ethnic minorities in Vietnam is rather 
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limited, including the Thai language in Vietnam. Since language differences are commonly 

considered major barriers in this research, the author focuses on words expressing HBPs to 

reflect polysemy in the Thai language. 

Words expressing HBPs belong to the basic layer of lexis - the one expressing things and 

phenomena around and close to humans which can reflect the old age of each language. In 

medicine, HBPs, when being looked at from the outside (external factors), are divided into the 

upper part, the middle part, the lower part, and the four limbs. Basing on the survey, in the paper, 

the researcher focuses on studying the polysemy of words expressing HBPs in the upper part (h> 

- head); n*a – face; the middle part (xl}G – back, h> Ys - heart; the four limbs (ekN - arm; UM - hand; 

ka - thigh; tiN - leg, foot. 

 
 

II. THEORETICAL REVIEW 

 

2.1 Word Meaning in the System 

The meaning of the word is the relationship between the sound complex (the sound shell 

of the word) and the object, the phenomenon of reality, established by our consciousness, 

thinking. Hence, it is difficult to grasp word meaning precisely. Thanks to this basic principle, a 

great number of researchers also had acquired the meaning of the word in the system, such as 

Giap (2008), Chau (2009) Thiem (2013). According to Giap (2008), like other linguistic units, 

the meaning of a word exists objectively in words, but it is only a certain reflection in our mind 

of objects. Besides, Chau (2009) stated that the “meaning of the word is a complex set with 

many components”. Furthermore, Thiem (2013) has defined the meaning of the word more 

specifically as it belongs to the world’s linguistic in which ethnic‐related attributes deeply rooted 

in language, but things and phenomena have Global attributes (Sinaga et al, 2020). 

Pakpahan et al (2020:37) defined that the material studied in semantics is the meaning of 

a word. Understanding a language, such as English, Thai, Vietnamese, etc. rely heavily on 

semantics (Sitanggang et al, 2019; Thao et al, 2021). Word meaning is the expressed aspect of 

the linguistic sign including human awareness of objective things and their emotion and attitude. 

When existing in the system, words have two main meanings of lexical meaning and 

grammatical meaning (structural meaning). Basically, scientists agree that word lexical meaning 

consists of the following components: (1) Denotative meaning, (2) Significative meaning, and 

(3) Connotative meaning. 

Significative meaning is one component of word meaning in the system which is closely 

connected to the denotative meaning and plays the role of a device in organizing speech. The 

establishment of the significative meaning of words expressing HBPs helps to identify the 

meanings selected to be the basis for semantic transformation. 

 

2.2 Polysemy 

Some studies on polysemy in Vietnam should be mentioned such as Chau (2008), Thiem 

(2013), Hung (2014),…. We identify the meaning of a word by its semantic features. Moreover, 

Chau (2013) asserted “the semantic feature which makes up either the semantic homogeneity or 

the semantic opposition between words can become the semantic feature of significative 
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semantic”. According to Thiem (2013), “As far as the linguistic concern, the individual semantic 

feature is the smallest units of meaning in a word which can not be divided anymore”. 

Polysemy is a phenomenon in which a word has several meanings that have some 

recognizable relationship with each other. In the semantic structure of polysemy, the 

identification of the original and the derived meanings must be based on two fundamental rules: 

rule of human perception, and rule of word meaning transformation. Besides, another basis is the 

development history of mankind's civilization. 

A word (either single or complex), at its appearance, has only one denotation. After a 

while in use, it may have new denotations. The more they appear, the more possible it is for 

the word’s connotation to change. The transformation of word meaning is closely related to 

the semantic structure with semantemes separated during the identification of word 

meanings. This paper applies the method of analyzing meaning components to set up the 

significative meaning structure of words expressing HBPs in the Thai language, thus 

identifying the semantemes chosen to be the basis for the transformation. 

 
 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Data Collection 

As sources of data, this study surveys Thai rhymes, fairy tales, riddles, and riddle songs. 

As for linguistic data of daily speeches, the data used in the paper is limited within the Thai Den 

language in the city of Son La, Son La province. 

 

3.2 Linguistic Methods and Tactics 

3.2.1. Field research methods of linguistics 
A. Techniques of recording, note-taking, photo-taking: These techniques are used to collect 

the data correctly and sufficiently 

B. Analyze the statistics: Count, classify, and systematize words expressing HBPs in the 

Thai language in polysemy. 

 

3.2.2. Method of Description 

The method was applied after linguistic data has been studied with three tactics: 

A. Analyze the context: This tactic was used to study linguistic data beyond the sentence 
level in the Thai language containing words expressing HBPs. 

B. Analyze the components: This tactic was used to analyze the meanings of words 

expressing HBPs in the system. From there, the paper separates the central meaning from 

the peripheral one. 

C. Analyze case study: A case study was used to concentrate on analyzing several typical 

cases or cases with problems to make general comments or explain the characteristics or 

differences from specific aspects. 

The research also applied the tactics of statistics and classification. 
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IV. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Research Findings 
 

Diagram 1. Bar chart presenting the number of HBPs with the original 

and derived meanings in the Thai language 
 

In total, there are 107 words expressing HBPs in Thai with original and derived meanings (10 

words with original meanings and 97 words with derived meanings). As for words with original 

meanings, words expressing HBPs of the four limbs still rank first with 6 over 10 (60%). Next 

are words expressing HBPs of the upper part and the middle part (2 over 10, equivalent to 20%). 

As for words with derived meanings, words expressing HBPs of the upper part account for the 

largest (36 over 97, or 37,1%); words expressing HBPs of the four limbs comes second (35 over 

97, equivalent to 36,1%); next are words expressing HBPs of the middle part (26 over 97, 

equivalent to 26.8%). According to the survey results, the polysemy of words expressing HBPs 

in the Thai language was considered in three aspects: (1) Polysemy of words expressing HBPs of 

the upper part, (2) Polysemy of words expressing HBPs of the middle part, and (3) Polysemy of 

words expressing HBPs of the four limbs. 

 

4.2. Discussion 

1. Polysemy of words expressing HBPs of the upper part in the Thai language in Vietnam 

a. Polysemy of the word expressing h> - head 

A word expressing h> - head appears 48 times with its original meaning, so the word h> 

in the Thai language can be defined as: “The core and sacred body part of human or animal 

which is upper or ahead with the round shape, containing the brain”. From there, the structure of 

the connotations of the word h> are identified as follows: 

h>: [body part of human or animal] [core] [sacred] [upper and ahead] [round shape] 

[contain brain]. 
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The meaning transformation of the word h> is based on four semantemes: [core] [sacred] 

[upper and ahead] [round shape]. On that basis, this word has its meaning transformation in five 

following aspects: 

(i) Based on the semanteme [core], the word expressing HBPs h> transfers to express 

“The first and foremost position of a man”: Es*a h> EHN - the landlord or the host. 

(ii) Based on the semanteme [sacred], h> transfer to express the two aspects: - 

Expressing “the family relation of Thai people”: b*a h> l&oN - People who are in mourning. 

- Expressing “human life value”: ca h> - human life value 

(iii) Based on the semanteme [upper and ahead], word h> - head transfers to express “the 

first and foremost position of things”: h> {N* - water source, h> x*>G - Waist Band, El*a h> - first 

water-alcohol (rượu đầul), h> EMG - patriarch, h> eh - fishing-nets, h> EH - the bow of the boat,… 

(iv) Based on the semanteme [round shape], h> - head transfers to express “the round- 

shaped things which are similar to the “head”: h> hoM – head the sprouted bulb, h> hoM cib - head 

of garlic, h> hoM b&> - head of onion. 

Basing on some contexts in which the word h> appears, it can be seen that the new 

expression scope of h> in the Thai language is “expressing the family relation, human life value, 

the first and foremost position of a man, round-shaped things like head, The first and foremost 

position of things” 

With reference to the meaning transformation of h> - head in Vietnamese, that of the 

word h> in the Thai language is similar in terms of three transformation scopes (expressing “The 

first and foremost position things”, “round-shaped things like head”, “the first and foremost 

position of a man”) but there are differences in the two expression aspects: “the family relation”, 

“human life value”. 

The transference in the meaning of h> - head can be seen in the following illustration. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Diagram 2. The meaning transference of the word h> - head in the Thai language 

The meaning 

transference of the 

word h> - head  

The semanteme [round shape] 

The semanteme [core] 

The semanteme [sacred] 

The semanteme [upper and 

ahead] 

The first and foremost position 

of a man 

Expressing “the family relation 

of Thai people” 

 

Expressing “human life value” 

The first and foremost position 

of things 

 

The round-shaped things which 

is similar to the “head” 
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The 

meaning of 

the word n*a 
- face 

Expressing "surface of things" 

 
 

Expressing “front parts of things” 

Expressing "human 

personality" 

Expressing "face of a man" 

The semanteme 

[protrude in the 

front part] 

Expressing "human mood" 

Expressing "job of a man" 

 

b. Polysemy of words expressing n*a - face 

The word expressing human body part n*a - face appears 68 times with its original 

meaning, so the word n*a in the Thai language can be defined as "Body parts protruding in the 

front part of the human head from the forehead to the chin". From there, the structure of the 

connotations of the word n*a are identified as follows: 

n*a : [body part] [protrude in the front part] [belongs to human head][ from the forehead to 

the chin] 

The meaning transformation of the word n*a is based on the semanteme [protrude in the 

front part]. On that basis, n*a in the Thai language has its meaning transformation in 6 following 

aspects: 

(i) Expressing "surface of things": n*a PaN - table surface; n*a Is* - paper surface; n*a Fa - 
blanket surface; n*a evN - glass surface, mirror surface; n*a Ex& -Mattress; n*a moN – pillow; n*a t&}G 

- seat; n*a f&}G - river surface. 

(ii) Expressing “front parts of things”: n*a Ex* - front panels, n*a t&aG – front side window. 

(iii) Expressing "job of a man": n*a VIc – job. 

(iv) Expressing "human personality": n*a L*UN – shameless, iw& n*a – incompatible.. 

(v) Expressing "face of a man": Eoa n*a – honourable, #jN n*a - satisfied, id n*a – happy,yk n*a 
– proud, iM n*a – present. 

(vi) Expressing "human mood": j&aG n*a - forgivable, n*a H*aJ - shameful, n*a Yk& - reserved, n*a 
taJ - out of breath, <xM n*a – happy,… 

The transference in the meaning of n*a - face can be seen in the following illustration. 

Diagram 3. The meaning transference of the word n*a - face 

in the Thai language 

 

2. Polysemy of words expressing HBPs of the middle part in the Thai language in Vietnam 

a. Polysemy of word expressing xl}G - back 
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The meaning transference 

of the word xl}G - back 
Expressing “human body part 

which is similar to the “back” 

The semanteme [the rear 

or the upper part of the 

body] 

                The word back appears 10 times with its original meaning, so xl}G - back is defined as: 

"The rear of the human body or the upper part of the animal against the chest and abdomen". From 

there, the structure of the connotations of the word xl}G - back is identified as follows: 

xl}G : [the rear of the upper part of the body] [against chest and abdomen] 

Based on the semanteme [the rear of the upper part of the body], the word xl}G transfers 

to express “human body part which is similar to the “back”: xl}G tiN - back of the foot, xl}G UM 

- back of the hand. For example: 

(Eg.1) ooG UIM [C* n}G, xl}G UM [C* S*iN - The palm is the skin, the back of the hand is the flesh (The 

Thai rhymes). In this example, the word xl}G UM - the back of the hand belongs to the semanteme 

[the rear or the upper part of the body] of the word xl}G. 

With reference to the meaning transformation of xl}G - back in Vietnamese, there is no 

transformation of this word in the Thai language. 

Therefore, the word back in the Thai language has a new reference which can be defined 

as "human body part which is similar to the back". 

The transference in the meaning of xl}G - back can be seen in the following illustration. 

Diagram 4. The meaning transference of the word xl}G - back 

in the Thai language 

 

b. Polysemy of the word expressing h> Ys - heart 

The word h> Ys – heart appears 116 times with its original meaning, so the word heart is 

defined as: "The central part of the circulatory system which is very important to human 

existence". From there, the structure of the connotations of the word heart is identified as 

follows: 

h> Ys : [The central part of the circulatory system] [important to human existence]. 

Based on the semanteme [important to human existence], the word h> Ys transfers to 

express 3 following aspects: 

- Expressing "human charateristics": h> Ys Eba – gullible, h> Ys m*aM - greedy, > Ys m*$ -

certain, h> Ys AtM - calm, h> Ys x*$ - hot-tempered, h> Ys q - characteristic, h> Ys <sM 

- reserved, h> Ys doN - blunt, h> Ys H*oN - hotheaded, h> Ys eCb – intolerable, h> Ys ekG - brave, h> 
Ys Yz& - strong, h> Ys N*oJ - weak, h> Ys UX - blunt, h> Ys HaN – courageous, h> Ys c*a - decisive, 

- Expressing "human intellect": h> Ys <LG - clever, h> Ys T$ - stupid, 

- Expressing "human affection": h> Ys dIV - faithful, h> Ys c*VaG - generous, h> Ys kad 

- tormented, h> Ys AL*c - profound, 

(Eg.2) yl* #hN EXG N*$ em IM N*oJ s&}G Ys m*aM eO yl* #md - On hearing that, her stepmother was 

greedy to steal everything (The Thai fairy tale). In this example (2), the word greed transfers to 

express the stepmother’s greed to her husband’s daughter. 
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From the point of view of Thai people, the part "heart" plays a very important role in 

determining human life. This concept can be explained through the Thai fairy tale Seven heroes 

killing King Man: (Eg.3) M*oJ h> Ys koG PUG p> iM em NaG tIN Q {L& ul. em NaG tIN O*$ UM* Yl * [C* yl* hab {N* EM x&>J 
mac h> Ys Za Yh* M$ AB H*oN laJ ec&G AB CUM laJ. mac h> Ys Yl CUM laJ UH p> O*$ iS taJ - Each heart of the 

kings is cared for by a fairy. Every day, the fairy carries water to wash (flush) the heart so that it 

does not become too hot or too cold. The king with a cold heart will die. 

Basing on the context extracted from the saying of an old man who works as a 

pharmacist, the heart is taken care of very carefully which shows its importance to human life. 

According to him, the hearts of the kings on earth were carefully nurtured and protected by the 

God in Heaven. Seven heroes must find a way to change King Man's heart and then use a 

crossbow to pierce into that heart so that King Man will die. 

The following examples are from the fairy tales of Thai people: 

(Eg.4) s ba C}d CuG UH b*a N*oJ iM h> Ys Yz& AB S*iV [x ciN n*}G Yf - The boy with a brave heart refused 

to beg even though he was in need of funds. 

(Eg.5) yl* #hN EXG N*$ em IM N*oJ s&}G h> Ys m*aM eO yl* #md – On hearing that, the stepmother was 

greedy to steal all the things. 

In the above examples, the words brave heart, greedy are those with transferred meanings 

that belong to the semanteme [very important to the human existence] in the structure of the 

connotations of the word heart. 

With reference to the meaning transformation of the word heart in Vietnamese, there is 

only one similar aspect of the word heart in Vietnamese (expressing "human affection") with 

words which have the same meaning as those in Thai in this aspect ( big heart, generous 

heart,...). The difference can occur in the derived meanings. The word h> Ys - heart has a new 

reference - "human intellect" - compared with the one in Vietnamese. 

The transference in the meaning of h> Ys - heart can be seen in the following illustration. 

 

Diagram 5. The meaning transference of the word h> Ys - heart 

in the Thai language 

 

3. Polysemy of words expressing HBPs of the four limbs in the Thai language in Vietnam 

a. Polysemy of the word ekN - arm; UM - hand 

The original meaning of ekN – arm is used at the frequency of 35 times and UM - 
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hand 78 times. Accordingly, the meanings of these words are identified as follow: 

(1) The word ekN – arm has two meanings including “Each of the two upper limbs of the 

human body from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger used to work” and “The human 

body part from the shoulder to the wrist”. 

(2) The word UM – hand has two meanings including “The human body part from the 

shoulder to the tip of the longest finger used to work” and “The end part of a person’s arm 

beyond the wrist from the wrist to the tip of the longest finger including the cylinder and slender 

fingers used to hold”. 

Basing on the meanings of ekN - arm, the denotation structure of ekN – hand is identified 

as follow: ekN – arm 1: [Each of the two upper limbs of the human body] [from the shoulder to 

the tip of the longest finger] [using to work]; ekN - arm 2: [the human body part] [from the 

shoulder to the wrist] 

Basing on the meanings of UM - hand, the denotation structure of UM - hand is identified as 

follow: UM - hand 1: [The human body part] [from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger] 

[using to work]; UM – hand 2: [The end part of a person’s arm beyond the wrist] [from the wrist to 

the tip of the longest finger] [including the cylinder and slender fingers] [using to hold] 

Looking at the 3 semantemes: [from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger], [from 

the wrist to the tip of the longest finger], and [using to work], ekN and UM in the Thai language has 

the meaning transference into the following areas: 

a1. Based on the semanteme [from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger] and [from 

the wrist to the tip of the longest finger], ekN and UM have meaning transference to mean “Thai 

people’s unit of measurement by hand”. So far, in measuring the length of weave tools, pillars, 

fields, etc., Thai people have used units of measurement by hand, specifically: 

 

Table 1. The number of words expressing Thai people’s units of measurements by hand 

 

No Word No Word No Word 

 

1 
{c Cob - an 

approximate handful 

6 ekN - a unit of measurement 

that   is   equivalent   to   the 

length from the shoulder to 

the tip of the longest finger. 

 

11 
Va eG*N - more than 

an arm span 

2 {c - a handful  

7 
Va, Ba - arm span 12 Va j&oN - less 

than an arm span 

 

3 
{c jUN - a handful and a 

half 

 

8 
Va xoc - a unit of 

measurement that is 

equivalent to the total length 

of an arm span and from the 

elbow to the tip of the 

longest finger. 

 

13 

p*$ - a fistful 

 CUb - span  Va ekN - a unit of 
measurement that is 

 cob - a double 
handful (two 
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No Word No Word No Word 

4  9 equivalent to the total length 

of an arm span and   from 

the shoulder to the tip of the 
longest finger 

14 hands) 

 
 

5 

Xoc - a unit of 

measurement that is 

equivalent to the 

length from the elbow 

to the tip of the 
longest finger. 

 
 

10 

Va EF*G - an arm spand and a 

half 

 
 

15 

FaJ - a double 

handful (one hand) 

 

As surveyed, there are 15 words expressing inaccurate units of measurement by hand 

estimates (without using accurate tools) in the Thai language. In the meantime, there is only one 

unit of measurement by foot estimate that is bad – step. In Vietnamese there are 12 words of 

hand estimates an arm, phalanxes, span, arm span, a bunch of, a pinch of, a piece of and 1 foot 

estimate that is step. In the Thai language, units of measurement by hand estimate are divided into 2 

groups: 

Group 1: Words to measure size and distance include {c Cob - an approximate handful; 

{c - a handful; {c jUN - a handful and a half; CUb – span; xoc - a unit of measurement that is 

equivalent to the length from the elbow to the tip of the longest finger; ekN - a unit of 

measurement that is equivalent to the length from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger; 

Va, Ba - arm span; Va xoc - a unit of measurement that is equivalent to the total length of an arm 

span and from the shoulder to the tip of the longest finger; Va ekN - a unit of distance 

measurement that is equivalent to the total length of an arm span and from the shoulder to the tip 

of the longest finger; Va EF*G - an arm span and a half or a unit of measurement that is equivalent 

to the total length of an arm span and from the middle of the chest to the tip of the longest finger; 

Va eG*N - more than an arm span; Va j&oN - less than an arm span. In the Thai language, the 

measurements by these units are not accurate as each person’s handful, span, arm span, and 

“length from elbow to the tip of the longest finger” are different. In Vietnamese, there are only 4 

words used to measure distance including an arm, a phalanx, a span, and an arm span while the Thai 

language has 12 words to measure distance and size by hand estimate. This shows the difference in 

partitioning the objective reality by Viet and Thai peoples. It is the difference in the languages in 

categorizing the objective reality that caused the peoples’ different linguistic world pictures. In their daily 

life and production activities, Thai people’s measurement is mainly made by hand which reflects their 

economic life. Thai people rely on traditional handicrafts like weaving, plaiting, pottery, or carpentry, etc. 

Besides, their life also depends on natural resources (forest, river, etc.) for growing, hunting, gathering, 

and fishing. 
Group 2: In the Thai language, there are 3 words to express number and volume 

including p*$ - a handful; cob - a double handful (two hands); FaJ - a double handful (one hand). 

For example: 

(Eg.6) Luc ZiG Yh* xaM cob c{b FaJ Q Ma w&> Ma ciN – The daughter gave 3 double handfuls (two 

hands) and one double handful (one hand) of food. (Daily speech) 
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The semanteme [using 

to work] 

The meaning 

transference of the 

word ekN - arm; UM - 

hand 

The semanteme [from the 

shoulder to the tip of the 

longest finger] and [from the 

wrist to the tip of the longest 

finger] 

 

In the Thai language, words of group 2 do not quantify correctly, but they are 

effective when Thai people need to estimate something. The only tool that they use to 

quantify is the hand, especially the palm of the hand. Moreover, the meaning [from the wrist 

to the tip of the longest finger] in the denotation of UM - hand helps the listener to perceive rather 

clearly not only the quantity but the shape of the measured object as well. In Vietnamese, 

words expressing units of measurements in group 2 include a double handful (one hand), a 

pinch of, a bunch of, an approximate handful, a bunches of, a piece of. For instance, She carried 

a bunch of straw to the kitchen; My grandma put a pinch of salt in the pot; He gave me 3 

bunches of longan and left in a hurry, etc. As can be seen, the number of words in group 2 in 

Vietnamese is more than the ones in the Thai language. 

In terms of collocation, in Vietnamese, a word expressing units of measurement by hand is 

normally used in combination with a number in front of it (three arm spans, five phalanxes, six 

pinches, etc.) while in the Thai language they may combine with words of quantity either in front or 

and behind them (xaM cob - three double handfuls (two hands); FaJ Q - a double handful (one 

hand). 

a2. The meaning transference of ekN and UM is also based on the semanteme [using to 

work] to: 

- Expressing human nature: ebN UM - steal. 

- Expressing human career: {s UM - give a hand to somebody, help. 

- Expressing human features: saG UM - be skillful with one’s hands, VaG UM – have free time 

- Expressing things with shapes looking like human body parts " UM - hand": c*>J UM NaG - 

Lady Finger Banana. 

(Eg. 7) o*aJ em h*aG [l* q {s UM Yh* us* Tic #N - Hanh’s father is the chairman’s helper (Daily 

speech). In example (7), {s UM – help has meaning transference to express human career (helper). 

The transference in the meaning of ekN - arm and UM - hand can be seen in the 

following illustration. 
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Diagram 6. The meaning transference of the word ekN - arm; UM - hand in the Thai language 

 

As such, the new denotations of ekN and UM in the Thai language express Thai people’s 

units of measurement expressing human features, nature, and career and things with shapes 

looking like HBPs. 

b. Polysemy of the word ka - thigh, tiN - leg, foot 
b1. The polysemy of the word ka - thigh 

The word ka - thigh appears 3 times in its original meaning. Accordingly, this word’s 

meaning could be identified as the biggest part of the leg from the hip to the knee. On that base, 

the denotation structure of ka - thigh is worked out as follows: 

ka - thigh: [the biggest part of the leg] [from the hip to the knee] 

The transference in the meaning of ka - thigh is mainly the use of the semanteme [the 

biggest part of the leg] to express “parts of things looking like ka – thigh”: ka s*uM - the spreading 

part of the lift net, ka x*>G - pant swift, ka n*a - crossbow, ka EMG - the whole village. 

(Eg. 8) ka }xG }nG idN EHa eVN Yz&? / ka EMG }n*G idN EHa eVN Yz& - What is the biggest in our whole 

village? (Thai riddle). In example (8), the word ka EMG - đùi mường has meaning transference to express 

the social relationship in Thai people’s villages. This transference of ka - thigh only exists in the Thai 

language. 

To sum up, the new denotation of ka -thigh in the Thai language is the expression of the 

part of things that look like human thigh. 
b2. The polysemy of the word tiN - leg, foot 

The word tiN – leg, foot appears 42 times in its original meaning. In addition, the word 

tiN – leg, foot has two meanings of “the lower extremity of human or animal body from the hip 

to the foot using to walk, stand, run, or jump, etc.” and “the lower extremity of the human body 

from the ankle to the tip of the longest toe used to support the body when walking, standing, 

etc.”. Hence, the denotation structure of tiN – leg, foot is illustrated as follow: tiN - leg, foot 1: 

[the lower extremity of human or animal body] [from the hip to the foot] [using to walk, stand, 

run, or jump, etc.] ; tiN – leg, foot 2: [the lower extremity of the human body] [from the ankle to 

the tip of the longest toe] [using to support the body when walking, standing, etc.] 

Basing on the structure of the significative meaning of words, the transference of tiN – 

leg, foot in the Thai language could be: 

(1) Using the semanteme [the lower extremity of human or animal body] to express "the 

lower extremity of things": tiN PaN - legs of the table, tiN t&}G - leg of the chair, tiN yd - foot of the 

ladder, etc. 

(2) Using the semanteme [used to walk, stand, run, or jump, etc.] to: 

- Expressing human activities: taG tiN – replace, tiN ATG - support, etc. 

- Expressing things’ names: TaG tiN - road. 

(3) Using the semanteme [from the ankle to the tip of the longest toe] to express "things 

with foot position": tiN uP - foot of the mountain, tiN eh - the support of the casting-net, tiN p&a 
- fringe of the forest, tiN Ex* - fringe of the shirt, tiN x*iN -fringe of the dress, etc. 
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The semanteme [using to walk, 

stand, run, or jump, etc.] 

The meaning transference of 

the word tiN - leg, foot 

The semanteme [from the ankle to 

the tip of the longest toe] 

The semanteme [the lower 

extremity of human or animal body] 

 

The following illustration shows the meaning transference of tiN – leg, foot in the Thai 

language. 
 

 
Diagram 7. The meaning transference of the word tiN - leg, foot 

in the Thai language 

 
 

The meaning transference of tiN – leg, foot in the Thai language is similar to that of the 

words tiN - leg or tiN - foot in Vietnamese in three aspects ("the lower extremity of things", 

"human activities" and "things with foot position"); however they are different in two aspects 

("things’ names" and "things with leg position"). As such, the new denotation of tiN – leg, 

foot in the Thai language is expressing the lower extremity of things, human activities, and 

things with leg position, and expressing things’ names. 

Directions of semantic transformation of words expressing HBPs in the Thai language are 

as diversified and of multi-levels as Vietnamese. In the Thai language, there are 21 scopes of 

semantic transformation including “the first and foremost position of a man”, “the family relation 

of Thai people”, “human life value”, “the first and foremost position of things”, “the round- 

shaped things which are similar to the “head”, “surface of things”, “front parts of things”, “job of 

a man”, “human personality”, “face of a man”, “human mood”, “human body part which is 

similar to the “back”, “human characteristics”, “human intellect”, “human affection”, “Thai 

people’s unit of measurement by hand”, “parts of things looking like thigh”, “the lower extremity 

of things”, “human activities”, “things’ names”, “things with foot position”. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In polysemy, words expressing HBPs are studied in 3 aspects: polysemy of words 

expressing HBPs in the upper part, the middle part, and the four limbs. The semantic change of 

words expressing HBPs in the upper part is divided into 2 categories: things and time. We can 

see that the semantic change of these words is from the specific fields (job, artificial things, 

The lower extremity of things 

 

 

 
Expressing things’ names 

Expressing human activities 

Things with foot position 
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natural things, things which look like human body parts) to the abstract one (family relationship, 

the face, the description of human, etc.); from the tangible categories (things) to intangible 

categories (time). The semantic change in words expressing HBPs in the middle part is only into 

the human field in the aspects of emotion, characteristics, and intelligence of the human. In 

which, the word h> Ys - heart has more abundant semantic change and more level of semantic 

change than the word xl}G - back. In comparison with words expressing HBPs in the upper part, 

words in the middle part in Thai has narrower. The polysemy aspects of words expressing HBPs 

ekN - arm; UM - hand and ka - thigh, tiN – leg, foot are studied in the polysemy of word expressing 

HBPs in the four limbs. The semantic change of these words is in deep and multi- levels. They 

change into 2 categories: human, thing, and measurement unit categories. In the human category, 

the semantic change is expressed in the aspects of nature, occupation, human characteristics, and 

activities. In the thing category, the semantic change is expressed in the nomination of things that 

have the same appearance or position as human body parts. 
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